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Sewing Together the Curriculum:
A Thematic Unit Launched From
Reading Children's Books About Quilting
ESSAY BY DONNA

ERICKSEN

AND

Quilting has served many purposes
throughout history. Quilting has provided people with a means for socializing,
an outlet for artistic expression, a way to
pass time, a way of forgetting worries
and an eventual warm cover at night.
The study of quilting can provide students with a richer understanding of
such subjects as mathematics, history,
geography, language arts, art and science. This article will show many of the
ways in which reading children's books
which focus on quilts or quilting can
enhance and integrate parts of the elementary curriculum. Although only a
few of the many available books on this
topic are highlighted in this article, an
extensive bibliography describing ways
in which teachers have used the study of
quilting in their classrooms is given at
the end of the article. The second author
of the article, a lover of children's books,
has shared many of the books and ideas
which are presented in this article with
her own students.
Before beginning a study of quilting
and quilt books the teacher can bring in
a quilt from home. An older quilt can
lead to a discussion of the history of
quilting. The teacher can read the book
The Quilt Story by Tony Johnston and
illustrated by Tamie dePaola. Students
will enjoy hearing about the warmth and
comfort that two girls and several animals found in a quilt. After some discussion have the students write their own
story about the quilt. One writing idea
can be to have the students write a story
about the person who made the quilt.
Students can be encouraged to include
such points as why the quilt was made,
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who it was given to and why the specific
colors were chosen for the quilt. As an
alternative assignment, students can
write their own fictional story about a
quilt and the warmth it brought someone. Students should be encouraged to
read each others' quilt story. Art can be
integrated into the project by asking
children to design and illustrate their
own quilt for their story. Younger children, who are not yet writing, can be
encouraged to make up and then orally
tell a story about the quilt the teacher
brought in. They can dictate this to an
adult or tape record it. Students should
learn briefly about the history of quilting. Although quilting is now an art form,
historically quilts were created to keep
people warm. They were also made so as
not to waste scraps of good material
from larger items which had become
worn.
After students have learned a brief
history of quilts and quilting it is time for
them to learn about the materials needed for making a quilt. Older students
should be directed to research about the
growing of cotton, cotton picking, weaving and dying. If possible, cotton at all of
its stages can be brought in so that children can see and feel what cotton is like
before it is processed. In order to
enhance cultural awareness teachers
may choose to integrate discussions and
readings about slaves and their important historical role in the history of cotton growth and production. Slaves also
had an important role in developing
many quilt patterns. Often wealthy slave
owners would keep "sewing slaves" to
do the household's daily sewing. They
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graphical area of their relatives, this
activity can give children a stronger
sense of their family and heritage. As
part of this project students can create a
family tree showing the path that the
object has taken to get to its present
owner.
The Patchwork Quilt by Valerie
Flournoy is another book which links
quilting and family. This book is the
story of a little girl working with her
grandmother to make a quilt. The quilt is
special because it is made from scraps
of clothing that have played important
roles in the little girl's and her family's
life. Although Grandma is sick through
some of the quilt construction, a part of
her is always with the girl as she works
on the quilt.
All of these stories illustrate how
many quilts contain histories of people
and by-gone times. The Josefina Story
Quilt by Eleanor Coerr is the story of a
little girl making a quilt as her family
travels by covered wagon to California.
Reading of this book can serve as the
beginning of many discussions and projects about pioneer days.
When the study of books about quilts
and quilting is combined with the actual
creation of a quilt, students will not only
be learning the benefits and joy of quilting, they will also be creating their own
bit of history. There are many ways to
involve students in the creation of an
actual quilt. Some teachers may have
students make paper quilts. There are
different types of paper quilts which can
be made. If students are ready to look at
simple tesselations, quilt blocks can be
made by gluing construction paper tessellating shapes on paper. Cutouts of
pattern blocks can be used for this project. Younger students can create the
design with real blocks before reconstructing their design with construction
paper cut-outs. Paper quilts can also be
made as art projects. Different shapes
and colors of tissue paper can be glued

would also do the quilting for the families. Many of today's popular quilt patterns are the product of the creativity of
slaves. A book which takes a look at the
possible origins of different quilt patterns is Eight Hands Round -A
Patchwork Alphabet by Ann Paul. While
this book does not focus on the role of
slaves in developing quilt patterns, it
does link history and the origin of different quilt patterns. The author goes
through the alphabet naming and illustrating a unique pattern for each letter of
the alphabet. The names are then put
into a historical context. The author
gives a brief account of where each
name may have come from. A fun exercise for students would be for teachers
to find other books of quilt patterns and
let students speculate on how the patterns might have gotten their names.
Awareness of different cultures can
also be encouraged by discussing the
role of quilting for different people. For
example, the book Plain Girl by Virginia
Sorensen describes the role of the quilting bee in the Amish community.
Another book which looks at a quilt in
relation to a person of another culture is
The Keeping Quilt by Patricia Polacco.
This book describes a quilt that has been
handed down through five generations.
The quilt is originally made from a dress
and a babushka worn by a little girl who
emigrates from Russia. The quilt
becomes a symbol of homeland, love
and children. It remains as a link joining
all of the generations. This story can be
the springboard for many educational
projects. It would be interesting to have
children bring in some object their family has which has been handed down
through generations. The children can
then show and tell or write a report
about what they have brought in.
Included in this discussion or paper can
be a description of who the object originally belonged to. With so many families
no longer living in the immediate geoMICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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has been turned right sides out, the
opening must be sewn closed. Students
can then all take part in the final step in
making the quilt, tying the layers together. Quilts created in this fashion can mirror almost any area of the curriculum.
There is no limit to the number of
projects and topics which can be introduced through the use of quilts. The first
author of this article has seen many
ways in which teachers have integrated
the study of quilting in their classrooms.
This article has illustrated some of the
ways in which books which focus on
quilts and quilting can be and are being
used in the classroom (maybe the readers of this article will generate and share
more ideas with the authors). The reference list at the end of this article gives
other children's books with a quilting
theme, as well as, other articles which
deal with using quilting in the classroom.
Readings, discussions and projects
about quilting can provide the threads
for sewing together many areas of the
elementary curriculum.

to paper to create a stained glass effect
for a quilt.
For the ambitious teacher, the creating of an actual quilt is a project which
students will enjoy and remember for
years. This is a project which can extend
beyond the classroom into the students'
own families and community. Parents
can be encouraged to volunteer scraps
of material, sewing skills and lmowledge
about quilting. Students may wish to
donate the finished quilt to a local children's charity (a "Ronald McDonald"
House). For older children a project that
includes investigating which local organizations, that provide services to children, could use a donated quilt can serve
as a way to link together many of the
themes presented in a study of quilting.
If a teacher doesn't want to undertake
the full project of making a quilt, there
are other methods for making quilts
which eliminate most of the sewing.
Have students each create a quilt block
design on a piece of paper. This design
should emphasize some aspect of the
unit on quilting (i.e., a scene from their
favorite book about quilting, a picture
depicting the roles that quilts can play in
society, etc.). This design should then be
cut out of scraps of fabric and attached
to either individual quilt material blocks,
or to a piece of fabric the desired size of
the finished quilt. To avoid most of the
sewing, teachers can have students put
Fray Check on the edges of the material
forming the design. Then, using some
brand of fusible bonding under the material the fabric design can be ironed onto
the material blocks or whole cloth quilt
top. The only sewing required would be
attaching all of the individual blocks
together (if individual blocks were
made) and adding backing and filling.
The quilt top and back can be sewn right
sides together, with the batting forming
a top layer. When using this method a
small opening for turning the quilting
right side out must be left. After the quilt
MI CHIGAN READING JO URNAL
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